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52. The Millennium Galaxy Catalogue: bulge-disc decomposition of 10095 nearby galaxies
Allen, P. D.; Driver, S. P.; Graham, A. W.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 371, 2 (partly based on observations made with DOLORes@TNG); Category: B

51. Evidence for a Supernova Associated with the X-ray Flash 020903
Astrophysical Journal, 643, 284 (partly based on observations made with DOLORes@TNG); Category: D

50. New Candidate EHB Stars in the Open Cluster NGC 6791: Looking Locally Into the UV-upturn Phenomenon
Buson, L.; Bertone, E.; Buzzoni, A.; & Carraro, G.
Baltic Astronomy, 15, 49 (based on observations made with DOLORes@TNG); Category: D

49. H2 active jets in the near IR as a probe of protostellar evolution
Caratti o Garatti, A.; Giannini, T.; Nisini, B.; & Lorenzetti, D.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 449, 1077 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

Campins, H.; Ziffer, J.; Licandro, J.; et al.
Astronomical Journal, 132, 134 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

47. BVI photometry of the very old open cluster Berkeley 17
Bragaglia, A.; Tosi, M.; Andreuzzi, G.; & Marconi, G.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 368, 1971 (based on observations made with DOLORes@TNG); Category: D

46. The GSC-II-based survey of ancient cool white dwarfs. I. The sample of spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs
45. CGCG 480-022: A distant lonesome merger?
Carretero, C.; Vazdekis, A.; Gonzalez-Garcia, C.; Beckman, J. E.; & Quilis, V.
Astrophysical Journal, 648, 115 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

44. Witnessing galaxy preprocessing in the local Universe: the case of a star-bursting group falling into Abell 1367
Cortese, L.; Gavazzi, G.; Boselli, A.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 453, 847 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A

43. The old anticentre open cluster Berkeley 32: membership and fundamental parameters
D’Orazi, V.; Bragaglia, A.; Tosi, M.; Di Fabrizio, L.; & Held, E. V.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 368, 471 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

42. A multi-wavelength study of the IRAS Deep Survey galaxy sample. I. Optical observations. The redshift distribution
della Valle, A.; Mazzei, P.; Bettoni, D.; Aussel, H.; & De Zotti, G.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 454, 453 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and OIG@TNG); Category: B

41. Hypernova Signatures in the Late Rebrightening of GRB 050525A
Della Valle, M.; Malesani, D.; Bloom, J. S.; et al.
Astrophysical Journal, 642, L103 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A

40. A ZZCeti white dwarf in SDSSJ133941.11+484727.5
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 365, 969 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

39. The methane ice rich surface of large TNO 2005 FY_9: a Pluto-twin in the trans-neptunian belt?
Licandro, J.; Pinilla Alonso, N.; Pedani, M.; et al.
Astronomy and Astrophysics, 445, L35 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

38. Trans-Neptunian object (55636) 2002 TX300, a fresh icy surface in the outer Solar System
Licandro, J.; di Fabrizio, L.; Pinilla Alonso, N.; de Leon, J.; & Oliva, E.
37. **Triggered star formation on the borders of Galactic HII regions. III. Star formation at the periphery of Sh2-219**

Deharveng, L.; Lefloch, B.; Massi, F.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 458, 191 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

36. **An updated survey of globular clusters in M 31. I. Classification and radial velocity for 76 candidate clusters**

Galleti, S.; Federici, L.; Bellazzini, M.; Buzzoni, A.; & Fusi Pecci, F.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 456, 985 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

35. **Multi-wavelength spectral study of asteroids in cometary orbits**

Licandro, J.; de Leon, J.; Pinilla-Alonso, N.; & Serra-Ricart, M.

Advances in Space Research, 38, 1991 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

34. **The dust coma of the active Centaur P/2004 A1 (LONEOS): a CO-driven environment?**

Mazzotta Epifani, E.; Palumbo, P.; Capria, M. T.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 460, 935 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: C

33. **Multifrequency variability of the blazar AO 0235+164. The WEBT campaign in 2004-2005 and long-term SED analysis**

Raiteri, C. M.; Villata, M.; Kadler, M.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 459, 731 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

32. **An X-ray bright ERO hosting a type 2 QSO**

Severgnini, P.; Caccianiga, A.; Brait, V.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 451, 859 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: B

31. **The Bologna Open Cluster Chemical Evolution Project: Midterm Results from the Photometric Sample**

Bragaglia, A.; & Tosi, M.

Astronomical Journal 131, 1544 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

30. **A FIRST-APM-SDSS survey for high-redshift radio QSOs**

Carballo, R.; Gonzalez-Serrano, J. I.; Montenegro-Montes, F. M.; et al.
29. **Variable Stars in the Newly Discovered Milky Way Satellites in Bootes**

Dall' Ora, M.; Clementini, G.; Kinemuchi, K.; et al.

Astrophysical Journal, 653, L109 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

28. **A Local Polar Ring Galaxy: NGC 6822**

Demers, S.; Battinelli, P.; & Kunkel, W.E.

Astrophysical Journal, 636, L85 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

27. **The Millennium Galaxy Catalogue: morphological classification and bimodality in the colour-concentration plane**

Driver, S. P.; Allen, P. D.; Graham, A. W.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 368, 414 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

26. **Basaltic asteroids in the Near-Earth Objects population: a mineralogical analysis**

Duffard, R.; de Leon, J.; Licandro, J.; Lazzaro, D.; & Serra-Ricart, M.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 456, 775 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

25. **Abundance ratios of volatile vs. refractory elements in planet-harbouring stars: hints of pollution?**

Ecuvillon, A.; Israelian, G.; Santos, N. C.; Mayor, M.; & Gilli, G.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 449, 809 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

24. **Oxygen abundances in planet-harbouring stars. Comparison of different abundance indicators**

Ecuvillon, A.; Israelian, G.; Santos, N. C.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 445, 633 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

23. **Anomalous extinction behaviour towards the Type Ia SN 2003cg**

Elias de la Rosa, N.; Benetti, S.; Cappellaro, E.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 369, 1880 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and OIG@TNG); Category: D

22. **An Empirical Tool to Derive Metallicity, Reddening, and Distance for Old Stellar Populations from Near-Infrared Color-Magnitude Diagrams**

Ferraro, F. R.; Valenti, E.; & Origlia, L.
21. **The weak INTEGRAL bursts GRB 040223 and GRB 040624: an emerging population of dark afterglows**

Filliatre, P.; Covino, S.; D’Avanzo, P.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 448, 971 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A

20. **Fundamental parameters of Be stars located in the seismology fields of COROT**

Fremat, Y.; Neiner, C.; Hubert, A.-M.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 453, 1053 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

19. **The First Extrasolar Planet Discovered with a New Generation High Throughput Doppler Instrument**

Ge, J.; van Eyken, J.; Mahadevan, S.; et al.

Astrophysical Journal, 648, 683 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

18. **Abundances of refractory elements in the atmospheres of stars with extrasolar planets**

Gilli, G.; Israelian, G.; Ecuvillon, A.; Santos, N. C.; & Mayor, M.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 449, 723 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

17. **Internal dynamics of the massive cluster Abell 697: a multiwavelength analysis**

Girardi, M.; Boschin, W.; & Barrena, R.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 455, 45 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A

16. **The short-duration GRB 050724 host galaxy in the context of the long-duration GRB hosts**


Astronomy & Astrophysics, 450, 87 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: A

15. **The Metallicity of the Old Open Cluster NGC 6791**

Gratton, R.; Bragaglia, A.; Carretta, E.; & Tosi, M.

Astrophysical Journal, 642, 462 (based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

14. **Observations of Mercury's exosphere: Spatial distributions and variations of its Na component during August 8, 9 and 10, 2003**

Leblanc, F.; Barbieri, C.; Cremonese, G.; et al.
13. The Millennium Galaxy Catalogue: a census of local compact galaxies
Liske, J.; Driver, S. P.; Allen, P. D.; Cross, N. J. G.; & De Propris, R.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 369, 1547 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

12. Multi-wavelength analysis of the field of the dark burst GRB 031220
Melandri, A.; Gendre, B.; Antonelli, L. A.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 451, 27 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NICS@TNG); Category: A

11. SN 2005cs in M51. I. The first month of evolution of a subluminous SN II plateau
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 370, 1752 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

10. The structure of Planetary Nebulae: theory vs. practice
Sabbadin, F.; Turatto, M.; Ragazzoni, R.; Cappellaro, E.; & Benetti, S.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 451, 937 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

9. The RR Lyrae period-K-luminosity relation for globular clusters: an observational approach
Sollima, A.; Cacciari, C.; & Valenti, E.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 372, 1675 (partly based on observations made with ARNICA@TNG); Category: D

8. Spectroscopic parameters for a sample of metal-rich solar-type stars
Sousa, S. G.; Santos, N. C.; Israeliian, G.; Mayor, M.; & Monteiro, M.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 458, 873 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

7. SN 2004aw: Confirming Diversity of Type Ic Supernovae
Taubenberger, S.; Pastorello, A.; Mazzali, P. A.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 371, 1459 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NICS@TNG); Category: D

6. An empirical calibration of the mixing-length parameter alfa
Ferraro, F. R.; Valenti, E.; Straniero, O.; & Origlia, L.
Astrophysical Journal, 642, 225 (partly based on observations made with ARNICA@TNG); Category: D

5. On the roAp star status of Beta Coronae Borealis
Kurtz, D. W.; & Leone, F.
4. **Physical characterization of the Karin family**

Vernazza, P.; Birlan, M.; Rossi, A.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 460, 945 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NICS@TNG); Category: C

3. **The C star population of DDO 190**

Battinelli, P.; & Demers, S.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 447, 473 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

2. **The surface composition of Jupiter Trojans: Visible and near-infrared survey of dynamical families**

Dotto, E.; Fornasier, S.; Barucci, M. A.; et al.

Icarus, 183, 420 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NICS@TNG); Category: C

1. **Spectral analysis and mineralogical characterization of 11 olivine pyroxene rich NEAs**

de Leon, J.; Licandro, J.; Duffard, R.; & Serra-Ricart, M.

Advances in Space Research, 37, 178 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

For any comments please contact Walter Boschin.